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Taurus is a plugin that emulates the popular Moog Taurus Bass Pedal. It is compatible with VST hosts and can be used to create
bass-enhanced sounds on any PC. Plugins: - Real-time control of knobs and sliders, rendering a virtual Taurus pedal, - Added
glide effect for a smooth sound transition when using the pedal, - Adapted real-time control to playback modes, - Added custom
filter with custom settings, - Added new filters: Linear and Linear+A, - Improved Equalizer: Reverb, Delay, Pan. - For every
VST host have its own Keyboard mappings. Version history: - Initial release. Taurus is a real-time plugin. You can find the USB
stick version here: Screenshots: Taurus is a high-quality, real-time plugin with integrated effect processing, allowing users to
create bass sounds with a Moog Taurus pedal, an electronic analogue synth. Using keyboard shortcuts, a free-form touch-
sensitive control interface allows users to quickly and easily control a virtual pedal interface. Every knob and slider can be
mapped to a single key to make it easier to work with the controls. Taurus allows users to control parameters of the digital filter
- cut-off, emphasis, contour, attack and decay. For every VST host have its own keyboard mappings. - Slide to a new position
with the glide effect. - Scroll vertically with the keyboard. - Nudge to a new position with the tune knob. - Left and right
keyboard can be assigned to change presets. - Mute the input with Shift. - New power save mode for battery-powered users.
Requirements: VST Host: Steinberg Cubase 6 and 7, Cubase 8, Logic Pro X, Nuendo 8 or higher. Taurus can be used with
virtually any VST Host, with certain host dependent limitations (for the most part limited to parameter changes). For Cubase 6,
7 or 8 you will need to open the VST Host settings and check "Allow user-defined mappings" (or "Customize user interface
(recommended)") in the Plug-in section in order to change the mapping of T
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What's New In Taurus?

Bit Quartet is a commercial software application for Cubase 6. The Bit Quartet host allows Bit Quartet to be streamed to any
audio interface in real time, and Bit Quartet is able to send audio out to other hosts as well. In addition, it’s possible to record
audio from any audio interface in real time. Allows you to create your own sounds by processing audio files with Taurus plugins
* Higher bass notes and lower tones * Low frequency enhancement * Smart plugins for each Taurus function Can be used as a
VST host to use all Taurus functions on a VST host application * USB (any VST host application) * AU (Windows 10) *
Standalone (any computer) It can be connected to AU and VST host application (if needed) through USB. USB compatible VST
host application is recommended * Free * Supports Windows 10 * Free application upgrade for additional plugins (min. 5
plugins) * Separate plugins can be downloaded for each plugin Most plugins are compatible with Windows 7 and 8 Plugins: *
Resonate - plugins for changing resonance * Slick - plugins for smoothing * Slap - plugins for smoother decay * Twang -
plugins for altering timbre * Decay - plugins for decay * Sustain - plugins for longer sustain * Tremolo - plugins for tremolo,
with different patterns * Open source * Codec: MPEG-2/AAC/MP3/MIDI * Required: UAC 1.2 * English version (fixed)
Requirements: - Windows 7/8/10 (32/64-bit) Thanks to: * Cubase * Cubase Plugins * Taurus * Moog Music * Moog Also
available: * M3U (Windows 7/8/10/64-bit) * M3U2 (Windows 7/8/10/64-bit) * M3U3 (Windows 7/8/10/64-bit) Use the search
bar to find the plugin(s) you are looking for! Version 2.1.0 Sep 26, 2018 - Fixed "Reverb" button - Updates for "Resonate" and
"Taurus" plugins - Tweaked "Resonate" options and fixed bug Version 2.0.0 Oct 23, 2016 - Fixed bug in "Low Frequency
Enhancement" plugin (enhancement doesn't always work properly) - Fixed bug in "Resonate" plugin (low frequency
enhancement doesn't always work properly) - Updated to Cubase
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System Requirements For Taurus:

Adobe Photoshop CS4 compatible. Windows 2000, XP or Vista. 10 MB Disk Space. Sound card and speakers. Accelerated
video support. Software and hardware requirements for game play: Intel Pentium 3 or AMD Athlon CPU, up to 700 MHz.
Compatible sound card, using the following drivers: Sound Blaster 16 Bit Sound Blaster 32 Bit Sound Blaster Live! 5.1
SoundBlaster Live! 5.
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